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FIS SPRING MEETING IN BULGARIA
VAL DI FIEMME TO HOUSE TDS AND NC WC FINALS

FIS Spring Meeting in Bulgaria last week
Winter season’s World Cup calendars approved and confirmed
Val di Fiemme to house Tour de Ski and NC World Cup finals in 2016 
Nordic Combined athletes to race in Italy from 26 to 28 February


The picturesque and cosmopolitan Bulgarian city of Varna on the Black Sea coast recently hosted the FIS Spring Meeting 2015, also known as the traditional Calendar Conference, a meeting with all international delegates and OCs where all winter calendars are approved and confirmed for the incoming season. Italy’s Val di Fiemme received the green light from the FIS Council to both Tour de Ski and NC World Cup finals the alpine valley is about to host next January and February.
Starting from the Nordic Combined series, the 2015/2016 World Cup will kick off in Finland at the end of November this year and after the Norwegian, Austrian, German and French legs it will finish in Italy with three days of pure fun from 26 to 28 February, 2016. The official schedule reads a Team Sprint event on the first day, an Individual Gundersen race on Saturday followed by a second Individual Gundersen competition on Sunday 28 February with two jumps and a 15k event for XC part. Several side events will also be part of the 3-day long sport event at the foot of beautiful Dolomites.
World’s best XC skiers will be gathering in Val di Fiemme on Saturday 9 and Sunday 10 January, 2016 for the Tour de Ski finals to take place in the Italian valley for the tenth time in a row, since the Tour was created in 2007. The 2016 TdS will get underway on 1 January in Lenzerheide (SUI) and will get to Val di Fiemme after a German stop and the traditional stages in Toblach (ITA). The new TdS king and queen will get crowned after the legendary Final Climb on the Alpe Cermis that could be set even at night. Organisers, federals and media are seriously considering the ‘Night Climb option’. A decision will be made in the weeks to come.
Now that the WC winter calendars have been confirmed, Val di Fiemme focuses on the FIS Rollerski World Championships from 24 to 27 September, 2015.
Info: www.fiemmeworldcup.com plus Facebook, Twitter and YouTube.



